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Here’s the story
Meet Fatboy’s inflatable coffee tables Humpty Outdoor and Dumpty Outdoor. These outdoor coffee tables are 

designed to stand out and, unlike the nursery rhyme, Humpty Outdoor and Dumpty Outdoor can take a beating. The 

powder-coated steel top is a neutral, light gray and it’s scratch-resistant and rust-proof. The robust, inflatable, donut-

shaped base is made of eco-friendly PVC and its cover is made of super strong fabric. Spilled a drink? No problem. You 

can simply wash the covers or clean them with soapy water. Humpty Outdoor and Dumpty Outdoor are perfect for 

your garden or on your balcony and they’re always looking their best for every garden party.

 

Functional design
Humpty Outdoor and Dumpty Outdoor are not only a stylish stage for your drinks and snacks, they’re also surprisingly 

functional. The loop under the table top makes it easy to move these lightweight coffee tables and quickly slide them 

anywhere. And although they are inflatable, you don’t have to worry about them flying into the air at the first gust of 

wind. Humpty Outdoor comes with a handy bag that you can fill with sand for extra weight, and Dumpty Outdoor is 

heavy enough because of its large table top. That means they’ll be stable and stay put on the ground.

 

High or wide?
Humpty Outdoor is the high, narrow table and Dumpty Outdoor is the lower, wide table. Great as a duo, they also 

work well alone. They’re delivered in a convenient flat-pack box and you bring them to life with a pump. Use a 

compressor, a hand pump, or a foot pump: everything is possible. Then, you just attach the cover and tighten it with 

the straps at the bottom. The smart rubber feet provide stability and allow the table to sit slightly above the ground. 

Thanks to the sturdy rubber material of the donut, they certainly won’t deflate, unless you want them to of course. 

When you’re ready, there’s a handy, ingenious pull tab at the bottom that makes letting the air out a breeze.

Nice to know
• For outdoor use.

• Available in ash, pebble, pumpkin and yves blue.

• Material cover: Olefin.

• Material inner part: eco polyvinyl chloride.

• Material table top: steel with electrophoresis coating.

• Dimensions Humpty: 65 x 65 x 43 cm.

• Dimensions Dumpty: 87.5 x 87.5 x 35 cm.

• Flatpacked.

• Easy to inflate.

• EUR 219 | NOK 2.229 | SEK 2.229 | DKK 1.639 | CHF 285.

• EUR 319 | NOK 3.359 | SEK 3.359 | DKK 2.379 | CHF 369.  
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Generously round inflatable coffee tables.


